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With this mod, i hope to make the game much more challenging and give many good challenges instead of just the easy ones that were in the original jage
game. Most of the characters in the game will have a higher attack and defense percentage with a new analysis. For example, my analysis for Mr. T is:If you're

looking for a new platform to play your favourite games, build applications, or connect with thousands of global developers, choose the Node.js-based on.gg
cloud platform. It's free for everyone. Access your app in seconds and manage users, databases and servers from anywhere, on any device. On.gg is looking for

Node.js developers to work in our office in Munich. You'll be responsible for developing the platform, which is driven by the Node.js framework. As a Node.js
Developer, you'll be responsible for building new features and the overall architecture of the platform, ensuring the best possible performance and stability.
You’ll work closely with our backend team to ensure that the application does not become less performant and maintainable while you are making changes.
You’ll be working on the backend as well as front-end and UI components. If you are familiar with working in a team setting, you'll need to be organised and
understand how to work in a tech company. We are looking for somebody who has plenty of Node.js experience who is confident in their ability to solve the
problems they come across. We use Node.js on the back-end and are particularly interested in web-applications using React.js and/or Angular.js. We're not

doing these on the front-end, so the Node.js expert will be working on the backend. What we offer A well-equipped office in the heart of Munich. Flexible
working environment. Open communication environment and an open culture. Full-time working with us. Access to the latest technologies. Access to the latest

applications. Benefits Take advantage of the following benefits as part of our on.gg employment contract: Monthly discount on our on.gg account on
Databazaar.de 25 EUR monthly on.gg account credit. 2 months of free on.gg hosting Monthly on.gg lunch Macbook Pro for every developer, as a corporate perk
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